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intelligent museum: 

experience design 

not technology



你好



museums and libraries as sites  

where an alternative smart city  

might be glimpsed



loss of public space 
public space as digital space



garbage bin as network tracker, london 2012



quantification of the city 

quantification of culture



MyMagic+, Disneyland, 2008 (Magic Band, 2013)



Apps & APIs 

Bluetooth LE 

WiFi tracking 

Cellphone triangulation



adam harvey, big data pawnshop, 2014



exhibit design & wifi tracking data 2010



visitor maps at MONA, 2011



it wasn’t always so dystopian



2000s



powerhouse museum



early digitisation 



early social success





first museum with downloadable 

data & (patchy) API in 2008 

api.powerhousemuseum.com

http://api.powerhousemuseum.com


about nsw 2008-2010



QR 2009



how might we connect the 

museum to the world outside?



layAR 2009





museums as democratic spaces 

museums as curiosity machines



2011



cooper hewitt smithsonian design museum 



tourists

aussie coffee

cooper hewitt



just a minor 

renovation



the museum as a physical and 

social interface to a digital (and 

physical) archive



if every object was digitised, online, 

and addressable how might we train 

visitors to use the building differently?



even though every 

object would be online 

we needed to assert the 

importance of 

physically visiting



so we made a thing 

magic wand



a bit like a magic 

library card, or a 

transit pass, 

except not a card



portable NFC reader 
NFC enabled museum labels 

paired with museum entry ticket

+



battery charging time shared design language multiple 
colors create desirability what to do with the stuff on pen 
how durable is it didn't receive data on phone cleanable 
& sanitization don’t want to work hard trouble with 
account when home ease of manufacture children losing 
pen better than a smartphone can't see the NFC icons 
create desire to use screen & pen calibration am I doing 
it right is this distracting from the objects on display what 
kind of feedback pen won't sync pen is too subtle where 
to store all the pens how intuitive is it

DESIGN FOCUS

cooper hewitt pen design focus
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INITIAL SKETCHES

product design sprint with GE 



3d printed shell protypes



NFC reader capacitive stylus



full backstory of making the pen 
http://bit.ly/cooperhewittpen 
(chan & cope 2015)



the pen in operation



playful and generous interfaces 

browse not search





“the API as public infrastructure”



anonymous
respectful of visitor privacy with opt-in accounts



download and/or delete your data



people not ‘technology’ 

is what makes it 

successful.



“seamful-ness” 

not seamlessness



both the challenge and the 

opportunity is that the work is 

never finished



week one UX problem sketch



initial customer service UX



onboarding might be required 

every single time it has to be used
+



end to end service design for 

exhibitions institutions
+



2015



melbourne is a well connected 

and instrumented city
-



open data of Melbourne’s trees



email a specific tree in Melbourne



open 3D city model of Melbourne



screen record of Troy Innocent’s Accelerando (2018)





ACMI is the national museum 

of film, tv, video games, 

digital culture and art



ACMI

aussie coffee

aussie coffee

aussie coffee

aussie coffee

aussie coffee



“melbourne lifestyle coffee” is even a thing in Shanghai



Our Audience 



game masters exhibition built at ACMI 2012 now touring worldwide



dreamworks exhibition built at ACMI in 2014 now touring worldwide



Collisions (VR) 2016



visitors as spectacle (2015)



new commissions  daniel crooks, zany begg, soda_jerk, sandpit  
soon: christian thompson, joan ross





digitising and preserving single channel works



We ran out  

of room

a co-working space and accelerator 



our currency is time 

time to watch 

time to play 

time to experience

+



valuing the time that people give 

us and multiplying the return on 

that gift

+



new exhibitions used to pilot and 

test new approaches to design, 

technology, and visitor experience

+



Visitors waiting using phones

@ktcitaobservational research



location is overshadowedjourney mapping













immersive room scale projection mapping



NFC-enabled lost map of wonderland





lost map triggers and saves experiences



lost map tracking and analytics



Section 
through 
the ACMI 
Lightwell Gallery 3  

(beyond)

Federation 
Square

Moving Makers

New stair to  
Level 2

Level 2 foyer

Learning 
centre

Schools zone WCs

Commercial event space (beyond)

Studio 1 (beyond)

Grand Stair Lightwell Flinders Street

Gallery 1 below

72 73

$40m rebuilding project 2018-2020

Cinemas

Education / Cafe / Labs / Commercial hire

Expanded permanent & temporary galleries / Retail

Paid temporary gallery



ACMI is the national museum of 

“all the things you now can 

get access to in your pocket”



how might an institution be 

repurposed to focus on the  

‘connectivity between’ prioritised 

over ‘access to’ objects & works?



equal parts 

technology and 

organisational and 

cultural change



What forms of cultural memory don’t 

fit on library shelves or city servers? 

Performative knowledge like dance, 

ritual, cooking, sports. Ambient data 

like shadows, wind, and rust. 

Shannon Mattern, A City Is Not A Computer 

https://placesjournal.org/article/a-city-is-not-a-computer/

“

”



thank you
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